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ABSTRACT: Here we employ single-molecule force spec-
troscopy with an atomic force microscope (AFM) and steered
molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations to reveal force
propagation pathways through a mechanically ultrastable
multidomain cellulosome protein complex. We demonstrate
a new combination of network-based correlation analysis
supported by AFM directional pulling experiments, which
allowed us to visualize stiff paths through the protein complex
along which force is transmitted. The results implicate specific
force-propagation routes nonparallel to the pulling axis that are
advantageous for achieving high dissociation forces.
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Mechanical forces play a fundamental role in biological
systems. Cells are able to sense and respond to

mechanical cues in their environment by, for example,
modulating gene expression patterns,1 reshaping the extrac-
ellular matrix,2 or exhibiting differential biochemical activities.3

At the molecular level, these behaviors are governed by
mechanically active proteins. Such proteins are able to sense
and respond to force by undergoing conformational changes,4

exposing cryptic binding sequences,5 acting synergistically with
ion channels,6 or modulating their function in a variety of
ways.7−9

Experimental methods including AFM single-molecule force
spectroscopy (SMFS) allow direct measurement of molecular
mechanical properties. These studies have demonstrated the
importance of the shear topology involving parallel breakage of
hydrogen bonds in providing mechanical stability to protein
folds.10,11 Many globular domains and protein complexes also
exhibit a directional dependence in unfolding mechanics,
consisting of stiff and soft axes.12−18 Pulling geometry can be
defined by controlling the positions of the chemical linkages
between protein monomer units through a variety of
bioconjugate techniques.
Primary sequences of mechanically active proteins are

extremely diverse, essentially rendering them undetectable by
conventional bioinformatics approaches. Yet, another computa-
tional approach, namely, molecular dynamics (MD), allows

sampling of structural conformations of large and frequently
mechanostable protein complexes.19,20 Analysis of these
conformations from MD trajectories have recently led to the
development of network-based correlation methods for
investigating signal transmission and allosteric regulation in
proteins.21−23 In network models, local correlations of
positional fluctuations in a protein are represented as a web
of inter-residue connections. Within such a network, the
behavior of nodes that are highly correlated and within close
physical proximity can be analyzed to obtain the shortest path
between two network nodes (i.e., amino acids). This analysis
helps to identify which connecting residues are most important
for intramolecular communication.23−25 Examination of multi-
ple pathways, also known as suboptimal paths, within an
acceptable deviation from the optimal path helps to detect the
web of nodes critical for transmission of information.
Among MD methods, steered molecular dynamics (SMD)

simulations in which external forces are used to explore the
response and function of proteins have become a powerful tool
especially when combined with SMFS.6 SMD has been
successfully employed in a wide range of biological systems,
from the investigation of protein mechanotransduction,5,26 to
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permeability of membrane channels,27,28 and the character-
ization of protein−receptor interactions.29 SMD simulations
have also been used to study force propagation through
proteins by employing force distribution analysis (FDA).30,31 In
FDA, all pairwise forces, which are usually calculated in MD
simulations, are stored in N × N matrices, where N is the
number of atoms.32 These pairwise forces can then be used to
assess a protein’s response to a mechanical or allosteric signal.33

In the FDA approach, atoms under mechanical strain are
identified by subtracting forces of both loaded and unloaded
states for each pair of interacting atoms.31 However, to achieve
a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio, FDA will often require
exhaustive sampling of the conformational space.32,34 FDA,
therefore, requires more computational resources than usual
SMD studies, which are frequently already computationally
demanding. There is therefore a clear need for new analysis
methods that enable visualization of force propagation
pathways from a single SMD trajectory.
Here we implemented a novel combination of SMD,

network-based correlation analysis, and thermodynamic fluctu-
ation theory, supported by AFM-SMFS experiments to study
force propagation through a protein complex subjected to
different pulling geometries. We chose an ultrastable receptor−
ligand interaction as a model system because of its remarkably

high mechanical stability,29 which effectively improves the
signal-to-noise ratio. This complex consists of two interacting
protein domains called cohesin (Coh) and dockerin (Doc) that
maintain bacterial adhesion of Ruminococcus f lavefaciens to
cellulosic substrates. Doc is found within the same polypeptide
chain as a stabilizing ancillary domain called X-module
(XMod), located N-terminally of Doc. Based on its position
with the R. f lavefaciens cellulosomal network, Coh is
mechanically anchored in vivo at its C-terminal end to the
cell surface. Our prior work demonstrated that, when force is
applied to the complex in the native configuration (i.e., C-
terminal Coh, N-terminal XMod-Doc anchor points), the
complex is extremely stable, exhibiting high rupture forces of
600−750 pN at loading rates from 1−100 nN s−1.29 Since the
bulk equilibrium affinity of the complex is an unremarkable 20
nM,35 we hypothesized that the high mechanostability is
explained by a catch bond mechanism. AFM rupture force data
and SMD simulations supported this prediction, where it was
observed that the contact surface area of the two proteins
increased as mechanical force was applied.
To characterize the mechanisms behind Coh:Doc high

stability, here we additionally pulled the complex apart in a
non-native configuration (i.e., N-terminal Coh, N-terminal
XMod-Doc anchor points). In the non-native pulling

Figure 1. Single molecule force spectroscopy and steered molecular dynamics of XMod-Doc:Coh in two pulling configurations. (A) Crystal structure
of the XMod-Doc:Coh complex (PDB 4IU3) with orange spheres marking the termini where force was applied. (B) Experimental unfolding trace for
the native pulling configuration at a pulling speed of 1600 nm s−1. The inset shows a schematic of the pulling geometry. Unfolding signatures of the
Xyn and CBM marker domains are marked in orange and green, respectively. (C) Experimental unfolding trace for the non-native high force class
obtained at a pulling speed of 700 nm s−1. (D) Experimental unfolding trace for the non-native low force class obtained at a pulling speed of 700 nm
s−1. The additional 17−19 nm contour length increment attributed to N-terminal Coh unfolding is shown in red. (E) Dynamic force spectrum for
XMod-Doc:Coh unbinding in the native geometry obtained from experiment and simulations. Gray points and squares represent the rupture force/
loading rate pairs obtained from experiment and simulation, respectively. Black circles represent the most probable rupture force/loading rate
obtained from Gaussian fits to the experimental data at six pulling speeds. The black square shows the mean rupture force and loading rate for the
simulated rupture events. (F) Rupture force histograms obtained at a pulling speed of 800 nm s−1 for the native (gray, n = 46) and non-native high
force class (red, n = 48). Fitted probability densities p(F) are shown as solid black and red lines. Data for both pulling configurations were obtained
with the same cantilever to minimize calibration errors. (G) Dynamic force spectrum for XMod-Doc:Coh unbinding in the non-native low force class
obtained from experiments and simulation. The same representation as in (E) is used. (H,I,J) Unloaded and loaded surface contact areas for the
different pulling geometries ((H) native, (I) non-native high force class, and (J) non-native low force class).
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configuration, we found that the complex dissociated along two
competing pathways with very different mechanical character-
istics.
Our new dynamic network analysis protocol reveals how

different mechanical behaviors are attributable to differences in
the direction of force transmission across the binding interface.
Together, the experiments and simulations depict a simple
physical mechanism for achieving high complex rupture forces:
the complex directs force along pathways orthogonal to the
pulling axis.
Single-Molecule Pulling Experiments and SMD. For

SMFS experiments, XMod-Doc was produced as a fusion
protein with an N-terminal Xylanase (Xyn) domain. Coh was
produced as either an N- or C-terminal fusion domain with a
carbohydrate binding module (CBM). These fusion domains
were used for site specific immobilization to a glass surface and
AFM cantilever to achieve the two loading configurations
shown in Figure 1A and further served as marker domains with
known unfolding length increments to validate single-molecule
interactions and sort SMFS data traces.36

For the native pulling configuration found in vivo, Coh-CBM
and XMod-Doc are loaded from their C- and N-termini,
respectively (Figure 1A). A representative unbinding trace for
the native pulling configuration is shown in Figure 1B. We
measured the loading rate dependence of complex rupture
using both experimental and SMD data sets (unbinding trace
from SMD shown in Figure 3A) and plotted them on a
combined dynamic force spectrum (Figure 1E). The linear Bell
model produced fit parameters for the effective distance to the
transition state Δx = 0.13 nm, and the zero-force off rate kof f =
4.7 × 10−4 s−1. Both experimental and simulation data are well
described by a single Bell expression, despite the differences in
loading rates between experiments and simulation. The
observation suggests that the application of force does not
significantly change Δx for this particular configuration.
To test the influence of pulling geometry on mechanical

stability, we performed SMFS and SMD on the system where
Coh was pulled from the opposite terminus (i.e., non-native N-
terminus, cf. Figure 1A). Unlike the native pulling geometry,
this geometry exhibited two clearly distinct unbinding pathways
that are characterized by different force ranges (high or low) at
which the complex dissociated. We refer to these pathways as
non-native high force (HF) (Figure 1C) and non-native low
force (LF) (Figure 1D).
AFM data traces classified as non-native HF showed similar

characteristics as those in the native pulling configuration (cf.
Figure 1B,C,F). The non-native LF traces, however, exhibited a
markedly different unfolding behavior (Figure 1D). Xyn
unfolding (highlighted in orange) was regularly observed, but
CBM unfolding was only very rarely observed. The complex
usually did not withstand forces high enough to unfold CBM
when rupturing along the non-native LF path. Among non-
native LF curves, we regularly found an additional contour
length increment of 17−19 nm consistent with unfolding of
∼60 amino acids located at the N-terminus of Coh. This
unfolding occurred immediately following Xyn unfolding
(Figure 1D, red), or alternatively prior to Xyn unfolding, or
with a substep (Supplementary Figure S1). Taken together, it
appears that partial Coh unfolding from the N-terminus
destabilizes the complex, causing lower rupture forces (Figure
1G).
The experimental rupture forces from the non-native HF

class were indistinguishable from those arising in the native

configuration. To confirm this, we performed additional
measurements where both Coh configurations were alternately
probed with the same Xyn-XMod-Doc functionalized cantilever
(Supplementary Figure S2), eliminating inaccuracies intro-
duced through multiple cantilever calibration. Most probable
rupture forces at a pulling speed of 800 nm s−1 of 606 and 597
pN for the native configuration and non-native HF class,
respectively, were determined in the Bell Evans model (Figure
1F, Supplementary eq S2), demonstrating that the native and
non-native HF classes are experimentally indistinguishable.
For the LF class, we analyzed the final complex rupture event

and plotted the combined dynamic force spectrum (Figure
1G). Here, simulated and experimentally observed data were
not well described by a single Bell expression. In such cases
nonlinear models have been developed to obtain kinetic and
energetic information from dynamic force spectra.37,38 To fit
the combined data, we used the nonlinear Dudko−Hummer−
Szabo (DHS) model (Supplementary eq S3) and obtained
values of Δx = 0.42 nm and kof f = 0.005 s−1. The DHS model
further provides the free energy difference ΔG between the
bound state and the transition state as a fit parameter, which
was found to be ΔG = 129 kBT. The model fit produced a
distance to transition that was much longer than observed for
the native configuration. Independent SMD simulations for the
non-native pulling configuration were found to also lead to HF
and LF unbinding scenarios (see below, Figure 4A,D,
respectively).
The differential solvent contact area was calculated from

SMD simulations to estimate the intermolecular contact area in
the Doc:Coh complex. In the native configuration, the
simulated Doc:Coh contact area increased by 14% and 9%
for Coh and Doc, respectively (Figure 1H). For the non-native
HF class, the contact area increased by 11% and 12% for Coh
and Doc, respectively (Figure 1I). In the non-native LF class,
the contact area increased by only 7% for Coh and decreased by
3% for Doc (Figure 1J). Evidently, an increased surface contact
area for Doc in the native and non-native HF pathways
correlated with high mechanostability of the system.

Force Propagation Theory: A Simple Model. To further
understand the observed unbinding pathways, we sought to
identify paths through the molecule along which the externally
applied load propagates. From thermodynamic fluctuation
theory,39,40 it is known that the correlation of fluctuations of
atoms i and j and the force Fi on atom i are related through

⟨Δ Δ ⟩ =
∂
∂

k Tr r
r

Fi j
T j

i
B

(1)

where Δri = ri(t) − ⟨ri(t)⟩ and ri is the position of atom i. The
derivative on the right-hand side of eq 1 states that neighboring
atoms i and j will move with high correlation due to an external
force Fi acting on atom i if the coupling between them is strong.
Hence, a given element of a correlation matrix Mij = ⟨ΔriΔrjT⟩
will be large in the case of a strong interaction potential
between i and j. When force is propagated through a molecule,
soft degrees of freedom will be stretched out along the path of
force propagation, while stiff degrees become more important
for the dynamics of the system.
Consequently, paths with high correlation of motion describe

the paths along which force propagates through the system. To
illustrate this behavior for a toy system, we employed the
NAMD41 SMD42 constant velocity protocol to a test pattern of
identical spheres connected with harmonic springs of different
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stiffness (Figure 2A). The position of one sphere was fixed
during the simulation, while another sphere on the opposite

side of the structure was withdrawn at constant velocity. The
strained structure at the end of the simulation is shown in
Figure 2B. We assigned weights to the lines between spheres
according to the Pearson correlation coefficient Cij (Supple-
mentary eq S4) between those network nodes (Figure 2C).
The Pearson correlation coefficient differs from the left-hand
side of eq 1 by a normalization factor ⟨Δ ⟩⟨Δ ⟩ −t tr r( ( ) ( ) )i j

2 2 1/2

and was chosen to make our analysis mathematically more
tractable. For a detailed discussion on this choice of correlation
measure, see Supporting Information. In a harmonic potential
approximation, the equipartition theorem can be applied to this
normalization factor resulting in the following expression for
Cij:

=
∂
∂

C k k
r

Fij
j

i
i j,eff ,eff

(2)

where = + +
−⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ki k k k,eff

1 1 1
1

xi yi zi
and kxi is the curvature of the

potential on atom i in the x direction. For a full derivation, see
Supporting Information. Equation 2 illustrates how Pearson
correlation is a suitable measure to identify the stiff paths in our
simple model. We then used dynamical network analysis
implemented in VMD49 to find the path of highest correlation
(Figure 2D). As expected from eq 1, we found this path to be
the one connected by the stiff springs.
Force Propagation through XMod-Doc:Coh Complex.

The simple pattern of spheres validated our general approach of
using local correlations to identify load-bearing pathways
through networks. We next employed dynamical network

analysis to understand force propagation through the XMod-
Doc:Coh complex.
The dynamic networks for the native configuration

(unloaded and loaded) are shown in Figure 3B,C, respectively.
While the network shows multiple suboptimal paths in the
unloaded scenario, the loaded case exhibits a well-defined main
path along which force propagates through the system.
Interestingly, in the loaded configuration, force propagates
through both binding helices of Doc, which results in a force
path with large normal components to the unbinding axis close
to the binding interface as illustrated in Figure 3D. It had been
shown for another ultrastable protein, namely, silk crystalline
units, that curving force paths distribute tension through the
entire system.31 A strategy that assumes an indirect path would
therefore allow the system to have more time to absorb the
tension from the applied force. The result here supports the
view that directing the force along a path with significant
perpendicular components to the pulling axis leads to high
mechanical stability. In a simple mechanical picture, a certain
amount of mechanical work, namely dW = F·ds, is required to
separate the two binding interfaces by a distance Δz and break
the interaction. In this simplified picture, ds points along the
unbinding axis, whereas the force F is locally largely
perpendicular to this direction. Consequently, a larger force is
required to break the interaction than in a scenario where the
force path would point along the unbinding axis.
To validate this picture, we repeated the same analysis for the

non-native HF and non-native LF pathways. The HF
simulation (Figure 4A) exhibited only a small stretching of
the flexible N-terminal region of Coh and complex dissociation
at approximately 800 pN and a pulling distance around 10 nm.
However, the LF case shown in Figure 4D exhibited a stepwise
N-terminal Coh unfolding, dissociating at a force of about 480
pN at a pulling distance of about 25 nm. This behavior
confirmed our assignment of the experimentally observed 17−
19 nm contour length increment to Coh unfolding up to
residue 62 in PDB 4IU3.
While the experimental data did not show a detectable

difference between the native configuration and the non-native
HF class, the propagation of force takes place along a different
pathway (Figure 4B). For N-terminal Coh pulling, helix 3 of
Doc is not involved in the propagation of force as it is for the
native geometry. In the native configuration, force propagates
through the center of Coh, while for non-native HF the path is
shifted toward the side of the molecule. Despite these
differences, there is a common feature between the native
and non-native HF pathways. At the binding interface, the
pathway again shows pronounced components perpendicular to
the unbinding axis (cf. Figure 4C), suggesting that this feature
is indeed responsible for the exceptional mechanical strength
observed for these two unbinding pathways.
Figure 4E shows the force propagation pathway for the non-

native LF class prior to rupture. Due to the unfolding of the N-
terminal Coh segment, the propagation of force is shifted even
further away from the central portion of Coh than for the non-
native HF class. Interestingly, force is propagated through the
small helical segment of Coh (ALA167-GLN179), a portion of
the molecule that is not involved in force propagation for any of
the other analyzed trajectories. Unlike in the aforementioned
scenarios, there is no pronounced tendency for perpendicular
force components at the binding interface for the non-native LF
class. In fact, the force is propagated along a path largely parallel
to the pulling axis (cf. Figure 4F). In cases where force

Figure 2. Network analysis test simulation. (A) Simulated pattern of
atoms depicted by spheres. Connecting lines between atoms represent
harmonic springs with different stiffnesses (red, k; blue, 5k; yellow,
7.5k; black, 10k). The green atom was fixed (anchor), while a second
green atom was withdrawn at constant speed (arrow). Black and
yellow atoms and their adjacent springs were introduced to maintain
the general shape of the pattern. (B) Deformed sphere pattern at the
end of the simulation. (C) Edges between nodes are weighted by the
corresponding correlation matrix elements. (D) The path with highest
correlation of motion is shown in red.
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propagation occurs parallel to the pulling axis, as in Figure 4E,
low mechanical stability was observed.
The aforementioned force propagation architecture along

with the effect of increasing contact surface area upon
mechanical loading combine for elevated mechanostability of
the system.29 In cases where we observed an N-terminal Coh
unfolding of 62 amino acids in the non-native geometry, the
system was no longer able to summon this mechanism, causing
dissociation at much lower forces.
Previously, our groups have reported on a family of

mechanically stable protein ligand receptor complexes that
are key building blocks of cellulosomes,29,44−46 the multi-
enzyme complexes used by select anaerobic bacteria to digest
lignocellulose. However, the molecular origins of the stability of
these complexes remained largely unclear. An initial clue was
obtained when, in a previous work, we were able to show that
contact surface area of the two proteins increased as mechanical
force was applied.29 In a different study,47 coarse-grained MD
simulations showed much smaller rupture forces at similar
loading rates both for native and non-native pulling than we
report here. This disagreement is likely due to the inability of
the coarse-grained model to capture the rearrangement of
amino acid side chains observed here. As we demonstrated,
force propagation calculation from network-based correlation
analysis helped in investigating the dramatic effect on the

mechanical stability of the Doc:Coh interaction when different
pulling geometries are applied. Our methodological approach,
to the best of our knowledge, has never been applied even
though network analysis of SMD trajectories was performed
before to probe the mechanism of allosteric regulation in
imidazole glycerol phosphate synthase.48

In summary, for both unbinding cases where we observed
high mechanostability, we found that across the binding
interface, force propagated along paths with strong normal
components to the pulling direction. Such a behavior was not
observed for the non-native LF class, where, presumably due to
N-terminal Coh unfolding, the system was no longer able to
direct the force across the binding interface at high angles.
From these findings, we conclude that the ultrastable complex
formed by Coh and Doc achieves its remarkable mechano-
stability by actively directing an externally applied force toward
an unfavorable angle of attack at the binding interface,
consequently requiring more force to achieve a given amount
of separation along the pulling direction. Our results show that
this mechanically stable complex uses an architecture that
exploits simple geometrical and physical concepts from
Newtonian mechanics to achieve high stability against external
forces. The analytical framework derived here provides a basis
for developing a deeper understanding of the functioning of
various mechanoactive proteins that are crucial for physiolog-

Figure 3. Force propagation through XMod-Doc:Coh in the native pulling configuration. (A) Unbinding trace of XMod-Doc:Coh obtained from
SMD at a pulling speed of 0.25 Å ns−1. The full trajectory is shown in gray. The black line represents a moving average with a box size of 500 steps.
The highlighted red areas denote the windows where dynamic networks and contact areas were calculated. (B) Network paths for the unloaded
system. The thickness of the orange tube represents the number of suboptimal correlation paths passing between two nodes. (C) Network paths for
the loaded system. A detailed 2D representation of the pathway, highlighting the amino acids present in the pathway, is shown in Supplementary
Figure S5. (D) Schematic model of force propagation across the Coh:Doc binding interface. Force takes a path across the binding interface with
large components perpendicular to the unbinding axis.
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ically relevant processes such as mechanotransduction, cellular
mechanosensing, and pathogenesis. Additionally, it could
provide a design platform for development of artificial
mechanoactive systems with applications as tissue engineering
scaffolds or components in engineered nanomaterials.
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1 Materials and Methods
1.1 Site Directed Mutagenesis
We performed site-directed mutagenesis of Ruminococcus flavefaciens strain FD1 chimeric
cellulosomal proteins. A pET28a vector containing the previously cloned R. flavefaciens CohE
from ScaE fused to cellulose-binding module 3a (CBM3a) from C. thermocellum, and a pET28a
vector containing the previously cloned R. flavefaciens XMod-Doc from the CttA scaffoldin fused
to the XynT6 xylanase from Geobacillus stearothermophilus 1 were subjected to QuikChange
mutagenesis to install the mutations described in the prior paper2. All mutagenesis products
were confirmed by DNA sequencing analysis.

1.2 Expression and Purification of Cysteine-Mutated Xyn-XMod-Doc
The Xyn(T129C)-XMod-Doc protein was expressed in E. coli BL21 cells in kanamycin-containing
media that also contained 2 mM calcium chloride, overnight at 16◦C. After harvesting, cells
were lysed using sonication. The lysate was then pelleted, and the supernatant fluids were
applied to a Ni-NTA column and washed with TBS buffer containing 20 mM imidazole and
2mM calcium chloride. The bound protein was eluted using TBS buffer containing 250 mM
imidazole and 2 mM calcium chloride. The solution was dialyzed with TBS to remove the
imidazole, and then concentrated using an Amicon centrifugal filter device and stored in 50%
(v/v) glycerol at ∼ 20◦C. The concentrations of the protein stock solutions were determined to
be ∼ 5 mg/mL by absorption spectrophotometry.

1.3 Expression and Purification of Coh-CBM and mutated Coh-CBM C63S
The Coh-CBM (C63S) fusion protein was expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3) RIPL in kanamycin
and chloramphenicole containing ZYM-5052 media3 overnight at 22◦C. After harvesting, cells
were lysed using sonication. The lysate was then pelleted, and the supernatant fluids were
applied to a Ni-NTA column and washed with TBS buffer. The bound protein was eluted using
TBS buffer containing 200 mM imidazole. Imidazole was removed with a polyacrylamide gravity
flow column. The protein solution was concentrated with an Amicon centrifugal filter device
and stored in 50% (v/v) glycerol at −80◦C. The concentrations of the protein stock solutions
were determined to be ∼ 5 mg/mL by absorption spectrophotometry.

1.4 Sample Preparation
Cantilevers and cover glasses were functionalized according to previously published protocols4.
Briefly, cantilevers and cover glasses were cleaned by UV-ozone treatment and piranha solution,
respectively. Levers and glasses were silanized using (3-aminopropyl)-dimethyl-ethoxysilane
(APDMES) to introduce surface amine groups. Amine groups on the cantilevers and cover
glasses were subsequently conjugated to a 5 kDa NHS-PEG-Mal linker in sodium borate
buffer. Disulfide-linked dimers of the Xyl-XMod-Doc proteins were reduced for 2 hours at room
temperature using a TCEP disulfide reducing bead slurry. The protein/bead mixture was rinsed
with TBS measurement buffer, centrifuged at 850 rcf for 3 minutes, and the supernatant was
collected with a micropipette. Reduced proteins were diluted with measurement buffer (1:3
(v/v) for cantilevers, and 1:1 (v/v) for cover glasses), and applied to PEGylated cantilevers and
cover glasses for 1 h. Both cantilevers and cover glasses were then rinsed with TBS to remove
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unbound proteins, and stored under TBS prior to force spectroscopy measurements. Site specific
immobilization of the Coh-CBM-ybbR fusion proteins to PEGylated cantilevers or coverglasses
was carried out according to previously published protocols5. Briefly, PEGylated cantilevers or
coverglasses were incubated with Coenzyme A (CoA) (20 mM) stored in coupling buffer for 1h
at room temperature. Levers or surfaces were then rinsed with TBS to remove unbound CoA.
Coh-CBM-ybbR fusion proteins were then covalently linked to the CoA surfaces or levers by
incubating with Sfp phosphopantetheinyl transferase for 2 hours at room 37◦. Finally, surfaces
or levers were subjected to a final rinse with TBS and stored under TBS prior to measurement.

1.5 Single Molecule Force Spectroscopy Measurements
SMFS measurements were performed on a custom built AFM controlled by an MFP-3D
controller from Asylum Research running custom written Igor Pro (Wavemetrics) software.
Cantilever spring constants were calibrated using the thermal noise / equipartition method. The
cantilever was brought into contact with the surface and withdrawn at constant speed ranging
from 0.2–6.4 µm/s. An x-y stage was actuated after each force-extension trace to expose the
molecules on the cantilever to a new molecule at a different surface location with each trace.
Typically 20,000–50,000 force-extension curves were obtained with a single cantilever in an
experimental run of 18-24 hours. A low molecular density on the surface was used to avoid
formation of multiple bonds. While the raw datasets contained a majority of unusable curves
due to lack of interactions or nonspecific adhesion of molecules to the cantilever tip, select
curves showed single molecule interactions with CBM and Xyn unfolding length increments.
We sorted the data using a combination of automated data processing and manual classification
by searching for contour length increments that matched the lengths of our specific protein
fingerprint domains: the xylanase (∼89 nm) and the CBM (∼56 nm). After identifying these
specific traces, we measured the loading rate dependency of the final Doc:Coh ruptures based
on bond history.

1.6 Data Analysis
Data were analyzed using slight modifications to previously published protocols4;6;7. Force
extension traces were transformed into contour length space using the QM-FRC model with
bonds of length b = 0.11 nm connected by a fixed angle γ = 41◦ and and assembled into barrier
position histograms using cross-correlation. For the loading rate analysis, the loading rate at
the point of rupture was extracted by applying a line fit to the force vs. time trace in the
immediate vicinity prior to the rupture peak. The loading rate was determined from the slope
of the fit. The most probable rupture forces and loading rates were determined by applying
probability density fits to histograms of rupture forces and loading rates at each pulling speed.

1.7 Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Connecting dynamics to structural data from diverse experimental sources, molecular dynamics
simulations allow one to explore off-equilibrium properties of protein structure complexes in
unparalleled detail8. More specifically, molecular dynamics simulations have always been viewed
as a general sampling method for the study of conformational changes9. The structure of the
XMod-Doc:Coh complex had been solved by means of X-ray crystallography at 1.97Å resolution
and is available at the protein data bank (PDB:4IU3). The system was then solvated and the net
charge of the protein and the calcium ions was neutralized using sodium atoms as counter-ions,
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which were randomly arranged in the solvent. Total system size was approximately 580k atoms.
The MD simulations in the present study were performed employing the molecular dynamics
package NAMD10;11. The CHARMM36 force field12;13 along with the TIP3 water model14 was
used to describe all systems. The simulations were carried out assuming periodic boundary
conditions in the NpT ensemble with temperature maintained at 300 K using Langevin dynamics
for pressure, kept at 1 bar, and temperature coupling. A distance cut-off of 11.0 Å was applied to
short-range, non-bonded interactions, whereas long-range electrostatic interactions were treated
using the particle-mesh Ewald (PME)15 method. The equations of motion were integrated using
the r-RESPA multiple time step scheme11 to update the van der Waals interactions every two
steps and electrostatic interactions every four steps. The time step of integration was chosen
to be 2 fs for all simulations performed. The first two nanoseconds of the simulations served
to equilibrate systems before the production runs, which varied from 200 ns to 1.3 µs in the
different simulations. To characterize the coupling between dockerin and cohesin, we performed
SMD simulations16 of constant velocity stretching (SMD-CV protocol) with pulling speed of
0.25 Å/ns. In all simulations, SMD was employed by restraining the position of one end of the
XMod-Doc domain harmonically, and moving a second restraint point, at the end of the Coh
domain, with constant velocity in the desired direction. The procedure is equivalent to attaching
one end of a harmonic spring to the end of a domain and pulling on the other end of the spring.
The force applied to the harmonic pulling spring is then monitored during the time of the
molecular dynamics simulation. All analyses of MD trajectories were carried out employing
VMD17 and its plugins. Surface contact areas of interacting residues were calculated employing
Volarea18 implemented in VMD. The area is calculated using a probe radius defined as an in
silico rolling sphere that is scanned around the area of the dockerin exposed to the cohesin
and also the cohesin area exposed to the dockerin. The Network View plugin19 on VMD17 was
employed to perform dynamical network analysis. A network was defined as a set of nodes, all
α-carbons, with connecting edges. Edges connect pairs of nodes if corresponding monomers are
in contact, and 2 nonconsecutive monomers are said to be in contact if they fulfill a proximity
criterion, namely any heavy atoms (nonhydrogen) from the 2 monomers are within 4.5 Å of
each other for at least 75% of the frames analyzed. As suggested by Sethi et al.20, nearest
neighbors in sequence are not considered to be in contact as they lead to a number of trivial
suboptimal paths. The dynamical networks were constructed from 20 ns windows of the total
trajectories sampled every 400 ps. The probability of information transfer across an edge is
set as wij = −log (| Cij |), where Cij is the correlation matrix calculated with Carma21. Using
the Floyd-Warshall algorithm, the suboptimal paths were then calculated. The tolerance value
used for any path to be included in the suboptimal path was −log (0.5) = 0.69. To calculate
the relevance of off-diagonal terms in the correlation matrix we employed Carma to calculate a
correlation matrix where x, y, z components of each atom were considered independently.

2 Protein Sequences
Sequences of protein constructs used in this work are listed here. Domains as well as engineered
tags and residues are color-coded.

2.1 HIS-Xyn(T128C)-XDoc
X-module
Dockerin type III
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Xylanase
Linker or extra residues

M S H H H H H H K N A D S Y A K K P H I S A L N A P Q L D Q R Y K N E F T I G A
A V E P Y Q L Q N E K D V Q M L K R H F N S I V A E N V M K P I S I Q P E E G K
F N F E Q A D R I V K F A K A N G M D I R F H T L V W H S Q V P Q W F F L D K E
G K P M V N E C D P V K R E Q N K Q L L L K R L E T H I K T I V E R Y K D D I K
Y W D V V N E V V G D D G K L R N S P W Y Q I A G I D Y I K V A F Q A A R K Y G
G D N I K L Y M N D Y N T E V E P K R T A L Y N L V K Q L K E E G V P I D G I G
H Q S H I Q I G W P S E A E I E K T I N M F A A L G L D N Q I T E L D V S M Y G
W P P R A Y P T Y D A I P K Q K F L D Q A A R Y D R L F K L Y E K L S D K I S N
V T F W G I A D N H T W L D S R A D V Y Y D A N G N V V V D P N A P Y A K V E K
G K G K D A P F V F G P D Y K V K P A Y W A I I D H K V V P N T V T S A V K T Q
Y V E I E S V D G F Y F N T E D K F D T A Q I K K A V L H T V Y N E G Y T G D D
G V A V V L R E Y E S E P V D I T A E L T F G D A T P A N T Y K A V E N K F D Y
E I P V Y Y N N A T L K D A E G N D A T V T V Y I G L K G D T D L N N I V D G R
D A T A T L T Y Y A A T S T D G K D A T T V A L S P S T L V G G N P E S V Y D D
F S A F L S D V K V D A G K E L T R F A K K A E R L I D G R D A S S I L T F Y T
K S S V D Q Y K D M A A N E P N K L W D I V T G D A E E E

2.2 Coh-CBM(C2A,C63S)-HIS-ybbR
CohIII
CBM (C2A, C63S)
ybbR-Tag
Linker or extra residues

M G T A L T D R G M T Y D L D P K D G S S A A T K P V L E V T K K V F D T A A D
A A G Q T V T V E F K V S G A E G K Y A T T G Y H I Y W D E R L E V V A T K T G
A Y A K K G A A L E D S S L A K A E N N G N G V F V A S G A D D D F G A D G V M
W T V E L K V P A D A K A G D V Y P I D V A Y Q W D P S K G D L F T D N K D S A
Q G K L M Q A Y F F T Q G I K S S S N P S T D E Y L V K A N A T Y A D G Y I A I
K A G E P G S V V P S T Q P V T T P P A T T K P P A T T I P P S D D P N A M A N
T P V S G N L K V E F Y N S N P S D T T N S I N P Q F K V T N T G S S A I D L S
K L T L R Y Y Y T V D G Q K D Q T F W S D H A A I I G S N G S Y N G I T S N V K
G T F V K M S S S T N N A D T Y L E I S F T G G T L E P G A H V Q I Q G R F A K
N D W S N Y T Q S N D Y S F K S A S Q F V E W D Q V T A Y L N G V L V W G K E P
G E L K L P R S R H H H H H H G S L E V L F Q G P D S L E F I A S K L A

2.3 CBM(T2C)-Coh-HIS
CBM (T2C)
CohIII
Linker or extra residues

M C N T P V S G N L K V E F Y N S N P S D T T N S I N P Q F K V T N T G S S A I
D L S K L T L R Y Y Y T V D G Q K D Q T F W C D H A A I I G S N G S Y N G I T S
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N V K G T F V K M S S S T N N A D T Y L E I S F T G G T L E P G A H V Q I Q G R
F A K N D W S N Y T Q S N D Y S F K S A S Q F V E W D Q V T A Y L N G V L V W G
K E P G G S V V P S T Q P V T T P P A T T K P P A T T I P P S D D P N A M A L T
D R G M T Y D L D P K D G S S A A T K P V L E V T K K V F D T A A D A A G Q T V
T V E F K V S G A E G K Y A T T G Y H I Y W D E R L E V V A T K T G A Y A K K G
A A L E D S S L A K A E N N G N G V F V A S G A D D D F G A D G V M W T V E L K
V P A D A K A G D V Y P I D V A Y Q W D P S K G D L F T D N K D S A Q G K L M Q
A Y F F T Q G I K S S S N P S T D E Y L V K A N A T Y A D G Y I A I K A G E P L
E H H H H H H

3 Supplementary Discussion
The Pearson correlation matrices of the Xmod-Doc:Coh complex before and after applying force
in the native pulling configuration are presented in Supplementary Figure S3 and S4, respectively.
For the unloaded complex, movements within Doc domain are seen to be highly correlated,
while XMod is seen to be divided into two anti-correlated sub-domains, one comprising the
β-sheet fragment close to the N-terminus (residues 5-15 and 45-66) and the other constituting
the rest of the domain. Intra-domain correlations of Coh exhibit more a complex pattern to
which both secondary (anti-parallel β-strands and β-sheet at the binding interface) and tertiary
structure (vicinity of C- and N-termini) contribute. Some of the inter-domain correlations in
the complex originate from spatial vicinity and direct interactions, specifically at the Doc:Coh
binding interface and at XMod contacts with Doc inserts. However, coupling between distant
parts of the complex is also present. For example, fluctuations of the non-binding part of Coh
are correlated with the N-terminal part of XMod and strongly anti-correlated with Doc domain.

4 Supplementary Notes
4.1 Constant Barrier Distance Model
The constant barrier distance model16, also referred to as the Bell-Evans model22, is commonly
used to estimate the distance to the transition state ∆x and the natural off-rate k0 of mechanically
induced receptor ligand dissociation from single-molecule force spectroscopy experiments. It
predicts that the most probable rupture force 〈F 〉 is linearly dependent on the logarithm of the
force loading rate16:

〈F (r)〉 = kBT

∆x ln ∆x · r
k0kBT

(S1)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature and r is the loading rate at the point
of rupture.

The probability density distribution of rupture forces at given loading rate r in this model is
given as16:

p (F ) = k0
r

exp
[ ∆x
kBT

F − k0 · kBT
∆x · r

(
e

∆x
kBT

F − 1
)]

(S2)
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4.2 Dudko-Hummer-Szabo Model
The Dudko-Hummer-Szabo (DHS)23;24 model describes a non-linear dependence for the most
probable rupture force on loading rate:

〈F (r)〉 = ∆G
ν∆x

{
1−

[
kBT

∆G ln
(
kBTk0
∆xr e

∆G
kBT

+γ
)]ν}

(S3)

where ∆G is the free energy of activation and γ = 0.577 is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. The
model parameter ν defines the single-well free-energy surface model used (ν = 2

3 for linear-cubic
and 1

2 for cusp free-energy. For ν = 1 and ∆G→∞ independent of ν the Eqs. (S1) and (S2)
are recovered.

4.3 Pearson Correlation and covariance matrix
4.3.1 Validation

An N ×N matrix of Pearson correlation coefficients Cij (Supporting Eq. S4) was calculated
from each atom’s x, y, z position throughout the simulation trajectory, which inherently ignores
off-diagonal elements of the atomic 3 × 3 submatrices Dmn

ij from the full normalized 3N ×
3N covariance matrix (i.e., correlations along orthogonal axes are neglected, see Supporting
Eqs. (S5) and (S6)) and Supporting Fig S8.

Although this quasi-harmonic approximation is commonly employed in correlation analy-
sis19;25–29, it is not a priori justified for complicated biomolecular interactions30. To validate
the use of Pearson correlations, we therefore first analyzed independently the contributions
from diagonal and off-diagonal elements of each 3 x 3 covariance submatrix for each pair of
α-carbons within the structure (Fig. S9A and B). Both with and without applied force, the
off-diagonal elements roughly follow Gaussian distributions centered around a correlation value
of 0. Interestingly, as force was applied, the standard deviation of the distribution of off-diagonal
correlation values decreased from σunloaded = 0.45 to σloaded = 0.29. This indicated a lesser
influence of off-diagonal elements on the highly (anti-)correlated motion within the system
under force (see Supporting Discussion 3). The diagonal elements of the sub-matrices that are
used for calculating the Pearson correlation values showed a dramatically different behavior.
Both in the unloaded and loaded state, the resulting distributions were strongly shifted towards
highly correlated motion, and the shape of the distribution remained mostly unchanged after
application of force. Since our analysis relies on the identification of paths of highest correlation
through proximate residues, the quasi-harmonic approximation implied by the use of Pearson
correlation is justified, especially for suboptimal pathway analysis. The resulting distributions of
on- and off-diagonal matrix elements of each covariance submatrix for the loaded configuration
HF class (Fig. S10A) and LF class (Fig. S10B) exhibited the same characteristics as previously
described for the native configuration, with off-diagonal elements showing symmetric correlations
around zero and diagonal elements showing highly correlated motions.

4.3.2 Supplementary Equations

The Pearson correlation coefficient Cij used in our dynamical network analysis protocol is given
by:

Cij = 〈∆ri (t) ·∆rj (t)〉(〈
∆ri (t)2

〉〈
∆rj (t)2

〉) 1
2

(S4)
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where ∆ri (t) = ri (t)− 〈ri (t)〉.
The full 3N × 3N covariance matrix Mij for atoms i and j consists of 3× 3 submatrices of

the form: 〈
∆ri (t) ∆rj (t)T

〉
= Mij =

 Mxx
ij Mxy

ij Mxz
ij

Myx
ij Myy

ij Myz
ij

M zx
ij M zy

ij M zz
ij

 (S5)

The full normalized correlation matrix is calculated from Mij :

Dmn
ij =

Mmn
ij√

Mmm
ij Mnn

ij

(S6)

Consequently, the Pearson correlation coefficient is calculated as the trace of the normalized
3× 3 submatrices (Cij = TrDij).

4.3.3 Derivation of Main Text Equation 2

Eq. 1 from the main text reads: 〈
∆ri∆rTj

〉
= kBT

∂rj
∂Fi

(S7)

Combining Eqs. (S7) and (S4) yields:

Cij = kBT
∂rj
∂Fi
·
(〈

∆r2
i (t)

〉〈
∆r2

j (t)
〉)− 1

2 (S8)

For an arbitrary potential Ui (r) of atom i, a Taylor expansion around the potential minimum
(set to be at 0) yields:

Ui (r) = 0 + rTi ∇U (0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

+1
2rTi H (0) ri + ... (S9)

where H (0) is the Hessian matrix evaluated at the potential minimum. Assuming Schwarz’
theorem holds for Ui (r), H (0) is a symmetric matrix and therefore has real eigenvalues and
orthonormal eigenvectors. Hence, a change to the eigenbasis of H (0) is a rotation of the
coordinate system. In this new basis the Hessian is diagonal:

H (0)→ H ′ (0) =

kx′ 0 0
0 ky′ 0
0 0 kz′

 (S10)

This yields a simple expression for the second order term in Eq. (S9):

Ui
(
r′
)

= 1
2r′TH ′ (0) r′ = 1

2
(
kx′x

′2 + ky′y
′2 + kz′z

′2
)

(S11)

Now we inspect the normalization of Cij :

〈∆r2
i (t)〉 = 〈r2

i (t)− 2ri (t) 〈ri (t)〉+ 〈ri (t)〉2〉 (S12)
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In the harmonic approximation of the potential of atom i, 〈ri (t)〉 = 0, and therefore 〈∆ri (t)2〉 =
〈r2
i (t)〉. In the basis of H ′ (0) this becomes:

〈r′2i (t)〉 = 〈x′i (t)2 + y′i (t)2 + z′i (t)2〉 = 〈x′i (t)2〉+ 〈y′i (t)2〉+ 〈z′i (t)2〉 (S13)

Applying the equipartition theorem to this result yields:

〈x′i (t)2〉 = kBT

k′xi

(S14)

And therefore:
〈∆r′i (t)2〉 = kBT

(
1
k′xi

+ 1
k′yi

+ 1
k′zi

)
= kBT

k′i,eff
(S15)

Plugging this result into Eq. (S8), one finds:

Cij = kBT
∂rj
∂Fi
·
(
kBT

k′i,eff

)− 1
2 (
〈∆rj (t)2〉

)− 1
2 (S16)

Repeating the above steps for atom j yields the final result:

Cij = kBT
∂rj
∂Fi
·
(
kBT

k′i,eff

)− 1
2
(
kBT

k′j,eff

)− 1
2

(S17)

= ∂rj
∂Fi
·
√
k′i,eff · k′j,eff (S18)

5 Supplementary Figures
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Fig. S1: SMFS of the non-native low force curve class. A Typical unfolding fingerprints. All traces
showed a characteristic Xyn fingerprint (blue). A 17 − 19 nm increment corresponding to partial N-
terminal Coh unfolding (orange) occurs either prior to Xyn unfolding (traces 1-4), or just before complex
rupture (trace 5). It was observed as a single event (traces 1,3 and 5) or showed substructure (traces
2 and 4). B Traces were grouped and assembled into contour length histograms. One or more of the
unassigned increments combined into a 17− 19 nm increment.
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Fig. S2: Comparing the native geometry with the non-native high force class. Two exclude uncertainties in
cantilever calibration when comparing the native geometry with the non-native HF class, we immobilized
both Coh-CBM (native) and CBM-Coh (non-native) on two spatially separated spots on a single cover
glass. These spots where then alternately probed with the same Xyn-XMod-Doc functionalized cantilever.
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Fig. S4: Heat maps of the Pearson Correlation coefficient (Cij) of the Xmod-Doc:Coh complex loaded
with force in the native pulling geometry. α-helices and β-strands are highlighted with brown and orange
rectangles, respectively. Black circles indicate binding residues from Coh and Doc binding interfaces and
orange circles represent residues on the force propagation path.
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Fig. S5: Force propagation pathway through the loaded XMod-Doc:Coh complex in the native pulling
geometry (N-terminal pulling of Xmod-Doc, C-terminal pulling of Coh) obtained from dynamical network
analysis. Residues belonging to Xmod, Doc and Coh are colored in yellow, red and blue, respectively.
Connecting lines between residues represent edges identified in our Network Analysis protocol and
constitute the suboptimal paths between the pulling points. Edge thickness represents the number of
suboptimal paths going through the edge.
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Fig. S7: Force propagation pathway through the loaded XMod-Doc:Coh complex in the non-native
pulling geometry (N-terminal pulling of Xmod-Doc, N-terminal pulling of Coh) showing low-force
unbinding characteristics and partial N-terminal Coh unfolding. Residues belonging to Xmod, Doc and
Coh are colored in yellow, red and blue, respectively. Connecting lines between residues represent edges
identified in our Network Analysis protocol and constitute the suboptimal paths between the pulling
points. Edge thickness represents the number of suboptimal paths going through the edge.
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Fig. S8: Full unnormalized covariance Matrix Mij for a five atom system from which the full normalized
covariance matrix is calculated according to Eq. (S6). On- and off-diagonal elements from one of the
atomic submatrices are highlighted in yellow and blue, respectively.
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Fig. S9: Histograms showing contributions of diagonal and off-diagonal terms of the full covariance
matrix elements fulfilling proximity criteria for A, the native unloaded, and B the native loaded, scenario.
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Fig. S10: Histograms showing contributions of diagonal and off-diagonal terms of the full covariance
matrix elements fulfilling proximity criteria for A, the non-native HF, and B the non-native LF, scenario.
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4IU3 EGK.YATTGYHIYWDER.LEVVATK..TG....AY.AKKGAALED...SS...LAKAENN 104
2ZF9 ADK.YAATGLHIQFDPK.LKLIPDE..DG....AL.ATAGRAARL...LE...LKKAEAD 97
4N2O DXQ.WNXCGIHIIYPDI.LKPEXK...DP.EERTVAFQKGDALEA...AT...GIVCXEW 106
1ANU PSKGIANCDFVFRYDPNVLEIIG.............IDPGDII.VDP..NPTKSFDTAIY 69
1TYJ T.N.FSGYQFNIKYNTTYLQPWDTIADEAYT.DSTMPDYGTLLQGR..FNA..TDMSKHN 80
2B59 K.N.FAGFQVNIVYDPKVLMAVDPETGKEFT.SSTFPPGRTVLKNN.AYGP..IQIADND 83
conservation ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

↑ ↑ ↑ ↑↑ ↑ ↑ ↑↑↑

4IU3 .G............NGVFVASGA...DD...D....FG.ADGVXWTVELKVPADAKAGDV 140
2ZF9 TD............NSFFTATGS...ST...N....NG.KDGVLWSFVLQVPADAQPGDK 134
4N2O .QEGLPPVLTENKKGCLFLTAXF...SG...N....QG.GEGDXATFRFKVPDNAEPGAV 154
1ANU PD.R..........KIIVFLFAEDSGTG.AY.....AITKDGVFAKIRATVKSSA....P 108
1TYJ LS.Q..........GVLNFGRLY..MNLSAYRASGKPE.STGAVAKVTFKVIKEIPA..E 124
2B59 PE.K..........GILNFALAY..SYIAGYKETGVAE.ESGIIAKIGFKILQKK....S 125
conservation ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

↑ ↑ ↑↑ ↑

4IU3 .YP.IDVAYQWDPSKG.D.....LFTDNKDSAQGKLXQA.Y.FFTQGIKSSSNPSTDEYL 190
2ZF9 .YD.VQVAYQSRTTNE.D.....LFTNVKKDEEGLLXQA.W.TFTQGIE........... 173
4N2O .YN.LGYYYXN..T...D.....LFINEQNI...PTYQK.Y.AFTH.XE........... 185
1ANU .GY.ITFD............EVGGFADNDLV...E..QK...V..S.FI........... 132
1TYJ GIKLATFENGS..SMNNAVDGT.MLFDWDGN...M..YSSSAY..K.VV........... 162
2B59 .TA.VKFQDTL..SMPGAISGT.QLFDWDGE...V..IT.G.Y..E.VI........... 159
conservation ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

↑↑ ↑ ↑↑↑

4IU3 VKANATYADGY.I.AIKA 206
2ZF9 ........QGY.I.QVES 181
4N2O ........GGT.I.TVEL 193
1ANU ........DGG.VNV... 138
1TYJ ........QPGLI.YPK. 170
2B59 ........QPDVL.SL.. 166
conservation ••••••••••••••••••

1

Fig. S11: Structure-aligned sequences of six crystallized cohesins. Residues on the force propagation
path are highlighted in yellow. Arrows indicate binding residues. Residue conservation is color-coded
from blue - lack of conservation, to red - residue fully conserved. Crystal structures used: 4IU3 ScaE Rf
FD-1, 2ZF9 ScaE Rf strain 17, 4N2O CohG Rf FD-1, 1ANU CohC2 CipC Ct, 1TYJ CohA11 ScaA Bc,
2B59 SdbA Ct.
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Fig. S12: Structure and sequence conservation of the force propagation pathway residues in Coh. CohE
from the ScaE cell anchoring protein, Rf FD-1 used in this work (PDB 4IU3) is highlighted in green.
Highly homologous structures of CohE from Rf strain 17 (PDB 2ZF9) and Coh G from Rf FD-1 (PDB
4A2O) are colored in orange and yellow, respectively. Residues lying in the force propagation path are
shown as sticks. XDoc from the CttA Rf FD-1 scaffold used in this work is shown in gray.
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